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ADVANCED AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

(Maximum Marks : 100) [Time : 3 hours]

PART-A
(Maximum marks: l0) Marks

I. Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. List the two methods to improve fuel economy in a vehicle'

2. Write any four advantages of CRDI'

3. Fxplain the main sources of pollution from engine.

4. Define the term mechatronics.

5. Write the full form of ABS and GPS. (5x2:10)

PART - B
(Maximum Marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions . Each question carries 6 marks.

I . Discuss the difference between port fuel injection system and throttle body

injection system.

2. Explain the working of PCV system and Afterbumer in an Automobile.

3. Discuss about Bharat stage emission standards.

4. Describe the operation of Parking distance control.

5. Explain the working of power seat.

6. Discuss about Seat belts. List the different types of seat belts'

7. Describe kev less entry. [5x6 :30]

PART - C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries l5 marks)

UNIT I

III (a) Describe briefly L-MPFI system with a neat sketch.

(b) What are the advantages of MPFI over carburetor.
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OR

with the help of a sketch exprain the working of erecrronic fuer inlector.

List and state the functions of various sensors used in electronic fuel iniectron
system.

UNIT- II

Explain the working of EGR with the help of diagram.

Discuss the working of three stage catarytic convertor, use proper sketch.

OR

vI (a) with the help of sketch explain the working of Evaporative loss conrrol device
(ELCD) used in an Aurorriobile. (g)

(b) What are the main pollutants from an Automobile. Discuss its effects in E,nvironment. (7\

UNIT- III

vII Draw a neat sketch and explain the working of cruise contror system.

OR

VIII Describe the working of automatic climate control system using in vehicles.

UNIT - IV
Ix (a) Discuss the construction and working of Air Bag with neat figure.

(b) Explain the working of Vehicle Immobilizer sysrem.

OR

X (a) Explain the working and functions of Antitheft system.

(b) Describe the working of Traction control system.
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